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Emergency alerting 2013 an effective system to alert the public during emergencies can help
reduce property damage and save lives in 2004 the federal emergency management agency
fema initiated the integrated public alert and warning system ipaws with the goal of
integrating the nation s emergency alert system eas and other public alerting systems into a
comprehensive system in 2009 the government accountability office gao reported on long
standing weaknesses with eas and fema s limited progress in implementing ipaws
subsequently fema and the fcc conducted the first ever nation wide eas test in november
2011 this book examines recent efforts to implement ipaws and improve eas how ipaws
capabilities have changed since 2009 and what barriers if any affect its implementation and
the results of the nation wide eas test and federal efforts to address identified weaknesses
are discussed
Emergency Alert System 2013 a report on the issue of levels of formaldehyde fm reportedly
emanating from travel trailers issued by fema after hurricanes katrina and rita hit the gulf
coast in 2005 fema distributed these trailers for use as temporary housing for those displaced
as a result of the storms this interim report evaluates the issue of fm and the trailer
manufacturers who supplied units to fema after the 2005 hurricanes it discusses the reasons
the results of epa and cdc studies are not without controversy agencies had widely varying
and inconsistent concerns about fm and discusses the absence of federal standards
regulating fm in indoor air this report does not address the possible health effects assoc with
elevated or prolonged exposure to fm illus
Emergency preparedness and the licensing process for commercial nuclear power reactors
1985 this edition reflects the changes in mapping policy and technical procedures that have
been adopted by the federal emergency management agency preface
This is Not a Test 2009 the national flood insurance program nfip has been on a high risk
list since march 2006 because of concerns about its long term financial solvency and related
operational issues significant management challenges also affect the federal emergency
management agency s fema ability to administer nfip this report examines 1 the extent to
which fema s management practices affect the administration of nfip 2 lessons learned from
the cancellation of fema s attempt to modernize nfip s insurance management system and 3
limitations on fema s authority that could affect nfip s financial stability includes
recommendations charts and tables this is a print on demand report
Manufacturers of FEMA Trailers and Elevated Formaldehyde Levels 2009 the report reviews
fema s activities in response to hurricane katrina which details fema s responsibilities for
three of the four major phases of disaster management preparedness response and recovery
during the first five weeks of the federal response in addition the contributors evaluated fema
s preparedness and readiness efforts over the past ten years to determine its organizational
capability and posture prior to hurricane katrina executive summary
FEMA Newsletter 1985 quick response to natural and man made disasters can mean the
difference between life and death for trapped victims this is a step by step guide to training
dogs to the fema level for this important work
FCC Record 2014-10 an effective system to alert the public during emergencies can help
reduce property damage and save lives in 2004 the fed emergency mngt agency fema
initiated the integrated public alert and warning system ipaws with the goal of integrating
the nation s emergency alert system eas and other public alerting systems into a
comprehensive alerting system in 2009 gao reported on long standing weaknesses with eas
and fema s limited progress in implementing ipaws subsequently fema and the fed
communications comm fcc conducted the first ever nationwide eas test in november 2011 this
report examined 1 how ipaws capabilities have changed since 2009 and what barriers if any
affect its implementation and 2 results of the nationwide eas test and federal efforts to
address identified weaknesses tables and figures this is a print on demand report
FEMA's Toxic Trailers 2008 this is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication for
over three decades fema has provided temporary housing assistance to eligible victims of
natural disasters fema has responded to more than a thousand disaster and emergency
events over this period the cycle of help from sheltering provided by local org in the
immediate aftermath to the eventual repair and rebuilding or replacement of private homes
and rental units is the focus of this report contents intro post disaster housing sheltering and
housing congressional issues a national disaster housing strategy descriptions and directions
recent housing developments alternative housing pilot program katrina cottages individuals
and households pilot program fema hud relationship special needs illustrations
Catalog of FEMA Earthquake Resources 2013 this timely book provides the inside story of
the development of mobile public alert and warning technology in the united states and
addresses similar systems being used in australia canada japan and the netherlands this book



provides a comprehensive account of how mobile smartphone systems are transforming the
practice of public alert and warning in the united states recent events have vaulted mobile
alert and warning technology to the forefront of public debates concerning the hazards of the
digital age false alarms of ballistic missile attacks on hawaii and japan the non use of mobile
alerts during the northern california wildfires and the role this technology plays in supporting
police manhunts and counterterrorism efforts have prompted reconsideration of how these
systems are used drawing upon interviews with officials executives experts and citizens the
book provides an in depth analysis of the events and contexts influencing the trajectory of
mobile public alert and warning and charts a course for its improvement the book first
introduces readers to the high stakes involved in the transformation of public alert and
warning explaining how new research is revealing the benefits limitations and risks of mobile
technology in the disaster communication context three case studies then illustrate issues of
risk trust and appropriateness in mobile public alert and warning
FEMA and Nuclear Powerplant Safety 1986 following the two damaging california
earthquakes in1989 loma prieta and 1994 northridge many concrete wall and masonry wall
buildings were repaired using federal disaster assistance funding the repairs were based on
inconsistent criteria giving rise to controversy regarding criteria for the repair of cracked
concrete and masonry wall buildings to help resolve this controversy the federal emergency
management agency fema initiated a project on evaluation and repair of earthquake damaged
concrete and masonry wall buildings in 1996 the atc 43 project addresses the investigation
and evaluation of earthquake damage and discusses policy issues related to the repair and
upgrade of earthquake damaged buildings the project deals with buildings whose primary
lateral force resisting systems consist of concrete or masonry bearing walls with flexible or
rigid diaphragms or whose vertical load bearing systems consist of concrete or steel frames
with concrete or masonry infill panels the intended audience is design engineers building
owners building regulatory officials and government agencies the project results are reported
in three documents thefema306report evaluation of earthquake damaged concrete and
masonry wall buildings basic procedures manual provides guidance on evaluating damage
and analyzing future performance included in the document are component damage
classification guides and test and inspection guides fema 307 evaluation of earthquake
damaged concrete and masonry wall buildings technical resources contains supplemental
information including results from a theoretical analysis of the effects of prior damage on
single degree of freedom mathematical models additional background information on the
component guides and an example of the application of the basic procedures fema 308 the
repair of earthquake damaged concrete and masonry wall buildings discusses the policy
issues pertaining to the repair of earthquake damaged buildings and illustrates how the
procedures developed for the project can be used to provide a technically sound basis for
policy decisions it also provides guidance for the repair of damaged components
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